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Abstract

Sets of experimental data describing a product at various processing steps are widely available in food industry. Decisions
taken by the human operator all through the process are implicitly contained in such a database, as well as the recorded
consequences on the product. The aim of this work is knowledge discovery. This knowledge must be expressed in a way
that allows cooperation with the expert’s knowledge. The system is implemented as a self-learning fuzzy controller, with
the rule conclusions being optimized by a genetic algorithm. The role of the fuzzy controller architecture is to provide a
learning framework, the database being used for rule validation, thus acquiring hidden knowledge. In order to make inferred
knowledge easy to understand, a rule and variable selection methodology has been developed. Data from a cheesemaking
process were used to test our approach. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Food industry involves many strongly non linear
multivariable complex processes.

Control of processes by classical methods is based
on model use. But, for complex and imperfectly under-
stood processes, phenomena are not su<ciently well
known to be mathematically characterized, hence the
importance of empirical knowledge of a human op-
erator. To act, the operator relies above all on his
know-how, in conjunction with the interpretation of
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physical measurements given by sensors and partly
through subjective appraisal of sensory criteria.

The class of problems we are interested in involves
a great number of variables. Expert knowledge does
exist, but it does not cover all situations. Let us take
as an example the case of a traditional cheesemak-
ing process, such as the making ComtBe cheese. The
process can be viewed as a series of sequential sub-
processes, complex and multivariable themselves. To
reach a high-quality product, the human operator must
be fully aware of the characteristics of subprocesses
and he must integrate them into the whole process.

He acquires deep knowledge on the inDuence of a
particular control variable over the Enal product, as
well as about the impact of some state variables, at
a given step. What remains very di<cult for him to
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appreciate concerns the interactions between variables
which belong to diIerent subprocesses. Nevertheless,
these interaction factors are presumably important.

In an adaptive tracking perspective, for target fol-
lowing through and to correct drifting oI, this pro-
cess, like many similar food industry processes, needs
a decision support tool.

Over the past several years, fuzzy control based on
expert knowledge has proven a successful method of
designing controllers [6,7]. A similar approach was
tried out for ComtBe [1]. Expert knowledge introduced
in the fuzzy inference system was not su<cient to give
a satisfactory predictive quality, the lack of knowledge
about variable interaction being strongly suspected for
the poor predictive performance.

Even for non automated processes, process data are
usually available. For quality control purposes Eeld
data are collected on a regular basis. Process databases
constitute a potential huge source of information still
to be made the most of.

Process data describe the product being processed.
They contain implicit control decisions and their con-
sequences on the product. In other words, they hold
expert knowledge. Knowledge discovery based on
process data can help to build a realistic decision sup-
port tool. Extracted knowledge must be interpretable
by experts to allow a better understanding of the
process, and a proEtable cooperation between human
knowledge and computer learning.

Quality criteria for a knowledge discovery model
include and go beyond quality criteria for a blind
learning model. Common learning criteria must be
respected including quality of Et for the learning
database and use of validation data for robustness.
Complementary criteria concern discovered knowl-
edge. The validity range, the novelty as compared to
what is already known by experts, the interpretability
level are all important and not easily quantiEed.

Our method will use a fuzzy inference system
framework and data from a database.

Training procedures have been applied to fuzzy
inference systems for tuning fuzzy set parameters
or learning the rule base. Training techniques were
often inspired by optimization methods used in other
Eelds. Neural networks learning procedures com-
bined with fuzzy control led to a new family of fuzzy
controllers, called neuro-fuzzy networks [4]. Stochas-
tic algorithms, for instance genetic algorithms, were

used for automatically generating a rule base from
training data. Although these approaches seem to be
interesting, they have been applied to academic prob-
lems only, such as pole-cart balancing [2,5]. These
involve a few variables. Data bases from food pro-
cesses are likely to be diIerent. Numerous variables
are collected, data are not especially designed for
our use: data are noisy, some values are missing, the
experiments do not cover the input space.

When there are more than a few input variables, the
number of generated rules dramatically increases with
the number of variables. This is known as “the com-
binatorial curse of dimensionality” and it is a serious
restriction to the applicability of automatic generation
techniques, for real world problems, such as the ones
we are interested in.

The objective of this paper is to generate a set of
interpretable fuzzy rules from a training data base.
Training can be seen as a validation procedure based
on available data: potential rules contain knowledge
which has to be conErmed or inErmed by data. Each
rule of the Enal fuzzy rule set describes a trajectory
in the variable space. A procedure will be discussed
for rule and variable reduction, to avoid a very high
dimensionality and to insure consistency. This proce-
dure is not yet completely automatic: experts are asked
to conErm variable removal. Practical aspects will be
discussed in a case study, using data from a cheese-
making process.

2. System description

2.1. Fuzzy logic for learning: why and how

The problem of control can be viewed as one of de-
cision making, i.e., given the observation of the pro-
cess state to decide which action to take. Decision
making can be achieved by a fuzzy controller. A fuzzy
controller is a rule-based system whose inference en-
gine beneEts from the fuzzy logic capability to handle
human reasoning.

A typical fuzzy control loop is shown in Fig. 1.
The loop feeds back the process state into the fuzzy
controller which in turn provides a control action.

The fuzzy controller architecture includes three
principal components: a fuzziEcation procedure, an
inference engine and a defuzziEcation step. The fuzzi-
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Fig. 1. A fuzzy controller.

Ecation procedure converts the values of the fuzzy
controller input variables into linguistic values, cor-
responding to fuzzy sets. The fuzzy inference engine
relies on a set of fuzzy rules to infer a fuzzy output.
A fuzzy rule is divided into two parts: the antecedent
part and the consequent part. Suppose that we have
the two following rules:

Rule 1: if X is A1 and Y is B1 then Z is C1;

Rule 2: if X is A2 and Y is B2 then Z is C2:

At time t, the process state is given by the (xt ; yt)
vector, represented by linguistic variables X and Y .
Given the membership function for each linguistic la-
bel (A1; A2; B1; B2), membership degrees �Ai(xt) and
�Bi(yt) can be computed for each rule. Combination of
conditions in the antecedent part is done using a fuzzy
logic AND operator, denoted as ∧, most often chosen
as a product or minimum. The matching strength of
Rulei, also called rule weight, is called wi and deEned
as follows:

wi = �Ai(xt) ∧ �Bi(yt): (1)

The consequent part zi of Rulei is calculated by
applying a fuzzy implication mechanism. The fuzzy
output is obtained by aggregating Rule1 and Rule2

consequent parts. The simplest defuzziEcation proce-
dure is done by computing a weighted average. If we
generalize to a set of n rules, the fuzzy controller out-
put is

z =
∑

i wi: zi∑
i wi

: (2)

To be more useful in modeling process drifts, the
output can be expressed in terms of a Exed target value
moderated by a fuzzy inferred output, which comes to

O = T +
∑

i wi: zi∑
i wi

: (3)

We will use the fuzzy controller as a knowledge
learning framework. Available data are considered as
an implicit recording of human decisions and process
state all through the process. A rule base will be built
that best reDects the data used for learning and the
hidden knowledge they contain. The generated rules
are checked for consistency and interpretability. A rule
consistency criterion will be applied to avoid internal
contradictions. For the sake of interpretability, the rule
base must be kept to a reasonable size. Variable and
rule reduction will be done to point out major trends
and to make the rule base easier to be interpreted by
experts.

It should be emphasized that the performance of the
fuzzy rule base is highly dependent on the database
quality. Ideally, the database should represent an ex-
tensive coverage of all kinds of various situations.

2.2. Practical implementation

The fuzzy controller is used as a fuzzy inference
system: instead of a control action, its output is a
context-dependent target value.

Its input variables are state or action variables. For
each variable, fuzzy sets need to be deEned. Two pos-
sibilities arise for deEning the fuzzy sets. Partitioning
can be self-generated by observing the distribution of
values in the database, optimized by using stochastic
techniques such as genetic algorithms, or it can be es-
tablished by taking advice from experts. We decided
on the last method for a better readability, linguistic
labels chosen by experts being more meaningful.

Once the partitioning is decided upon, a Erst set of
rules is generated by considering all possible combi-
nations of input fuzzy variables.

Learning consists of running a genetic algorithm
to optimize the consequent parts of the fuzzy rules
in order to design the rule base best suited to the
database. The best Et is considered in terms of perfor-
mance as well as rule consistency and interpretability.
Genetic algorithms oIer two main advantages in our
case. First, a global optimization technique is needed
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because of the complete lack of knowledge about each
rule consequent part. Moreover, the same computa-
tional frame could be reused for automatically parti-
tioning the input space of some variables.

The method used must be applicable to real world
databases, which are often plagued by a non ne-
glectable number of missing values. A strategy for
dealing with missing values without losing too much
information is needed. It is essential not to increase
dimensionality, thus we do not deEne a speciEc lin-
guistic label for missing values. Missing values are
mostly due to manual information collecting rather
than sensor faults in a speciEc range. In order to avoid
eliminating possibly important combinations in rule
deEnition, missing values are considered as equally
distributed over the existing fuzzy sets. Indeed, each
of the linguistic labels is meaningful, because of the
partitioning being done by experts. This assump-
tion would be questionable in the case of automatic
partitioning.

The set of rules will be built accordingly. During
the optimization step, missing values will be replaced
by randomly picked values in the corresponding vari-
able range, and then fuzziEed. Of course, the accuracy
of the results is dependent on the ratio of missing val-
ues. A reasonable limit seems to keep this ratio less
than 20%.

2.3. Genetic algorithms

Since they have been proposed by Goldberg [3]
genetic algorithms (GA) have been widely used in
optimization and machine learning. GA are part of
stochastic techniques. These are particularly useful
when the number of possible solutions of a problem is
so large that it is impossible to test each of them. Their
objective is two-fold: to explore the solution space us-
ing a random way to End better and better solutions
and, to optimize these by Ending the local optima, that
means the best solutions in their neighborhood.

The solution found is not guaranteed to be the best
one, but the aim of the iterative process is to reduce
the set of solutions to the global optima.

GA use biologically inspired concepts.
A set of solutions, called a population, is alive all

along the process. Each solution, called a chromo-
some, is made of a set of genes which encode the
problem.

Fig. 2. Chromosome encoding.

In our n-rule problem, a chromosome is made of
n substrings, each substring representing the encoded
consequent part of a rule. All substrings have the same
length. Fig. 2 illustrates a 5-rule, 5-bit substring
chromosome.

Each step of the iterative process is called a
generation.

At the end of a step, each chromosome is evalu-
ated through an objective function. Those which have
the best performances according to this function are
allowed to breed. This is done by two kinds of oper-
ators: crossover and mutation.

The sexual crossover operator produces two chil-
dren from two parents chosen among the best candi-
dates, a mutation operator is applied to bring disorder.

In the framework of our application, GA are used
to optimize the consequent part of the rules, their an-
tecedent being Exed. The chromosome is made of a
set of encoded numerical values, each one being as-
sociated to a rule. A value is encoded as a binary
string. The chromosome may thus be considered as a
sequence of substrings.

The crossover operator we use is called ‘One-
PointCrossover’: the crossover point is randomly
chosen within the chromosome length. The chromo-
some of the Erst child is made by combining the part
of the chromosome of the Erst parent located before
the crossover point and the part of the chromosome
of the second parent located after this point. The
chromosome of the second child is its counterpart.

This operator seems to be suitable for substring
handling: at most one substring is modiEed.

The mutation is done by inverting some genes, ran-
domly chosen according to a given probability.

Fig. 3 shows the eIect of these operators on the
substrings located near the crossover point for a
5-bit encoding. The bit inside the gray box has been
changed by the mutation operator.

Each rule consequent part is allowed to vary
within two limits Low and High. If l is the length of
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Fig. 3. Genetic operators.

the binary string, the consequent part associated to
a rule is

Consequent part = Low + (High− Low)

×Binary value
2l − 1

: (4)

Learning is based on an objective function. The
database is a set of multidimensional data points,
including input and output variables. The objective
function will assess the chromosome performance by
comparing the observed output with the fuzzy system
output. The fuzzy system output is given by Eq. (2),
where zi is the consequent part of rule i. The best
chromosomes are those which minimize the square
root of the squared sum of errors, also called RSSE,
given in the following equation:

RSSE

=
√∑

n

(Predicted output −Observed output)2;

(5)

where n is a given number of data points either ran-
domly chosen in the base or taken in a sequential
order.

The complete architecture of the controller is given
in Fig. 4.

3. Space reduction to make inferred knowledge
easy to understand

An exhaustive system would be quite complex.
Such a system presents some drawbacks.
• The size of the system: the larger it is, the more

di<cult the Ending of an optimal solution is. Let
us consider a process involving 12 input variables,

each of them described using 3 membership func-
tions. Then the number of rules in the system is 312,
more than 500 000. Let us suppose that the conse-
quent part of a rule may take 32 values, then the
number of combinations is 32500000.

• The robustness: a complete system is likely to be
over dimensioned. Extra variables bring more noise
than information. Training in these conditions is less
robust, as it is likely to learn noise instead of the
underlying process represented by the training set.

• The knowledge: instead of getting the best Et we
are rather interested in Ending out major trends. Our
aim is knowledge discovery and not the design of
an accurate predictive system. This knowledge may
be used, in cooperation with the experts knowledge,
to control the process.
The proposed methodology aims to reduce dimen-

sion in both spaces: the variable space (number of in-
puts) and the rule space.

The selection is done through two iterative
procedures.

3.1. Rule selection

Considering a given set of input variables and the
corresponding partitioning, all the possible rules are
implemented.

Let us give some basic deEnitions:
• Activity: a data point activates a rule when the cor-

responding rule weight is non zero.
• Active data point: a data point is active when it

activates at least one rule of the rule base.
• Active rule: a rule is active when it is activated by

at least one data point.
Obviously, the only rules which may be validated

by the procedure are the active ones.
The rule selection is done according to the following

three criteria:
1. InAuence: The Erst criterion is the inDuence of

the rule in the date base. For a given data point the rule
weight is the product of all input membership degrees,
as shown in Eq. (1). For a given rule, the inDuence
is measured by its cumulated weight in the database.
Only the most inDuent rules are kept. Let us note that
this selection step does not involve GA.

2. Consequent part level: GA associate a conse-
quent part Ci to each rule Ri in the system. Remem-
ber that Ci represents a gap to be added to a base
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Fig. 4. The fuzzy controller.

target value (as in Eq. (3)). GA being random-based
techniques, they are non deterministic: successive runs
may lead to diIerent results. We choose to repeat r
times the GA with the same conEguration to improve
reliability. At the end of the repetitions, we have, for
each rule Ri; r values for Ci: Ci1 ; Ci2 ; : : : ; Cir . The
Enal value is taken as the median of theCij ; j= 1; : : : ; r
values. Thus a value about zero might result from
a combination of negative and positive values, and
cannot be trusted.

We can distinguish between two kinds of rules:
• neutral rules: a rule Ri is considered as neutral

when median(Cij)¡Cth; j= 1; : : : ; r, where Cth is
a given threshold. Neutral rules contain standard
knowledge,

• sensitive eIect rules are rules whose consequent
part Enal value is above a given threshold. They
interest us most as they are likely to explain devia-
tions from the standard product being processed.
In our approach, we choose to remove neutral rules.
3. Consistency: The last criterion takes into account

the rule consistency. It is expected for rules activated
by the same group of data points to have a similar
behavior. The link between two rules i and j is deEned

as follows:

Linki; j =
Ni; j

max(Ni; Nj)
;

where Ni; Nj, are cardinals of the sets Ei; Ej of data
points which activate, respectively, rules i and j; Ni; j
is the cardinal of Ei ∩Ej.

When two rules are strongly linked, Linki; j greater
than a given threshold, their consequent parts either
have the same sign or are inconsistent. Inconsistent
rules are eliminated before the next iteration.

It is important to note that as the number of rules is
reduced, the number of active data points decreases.

3.2. Variable selection

Once the rule selection is done, the selected rules
can be analyzed in order to assess the relative impor-
tance of the input variables.

The variable selection step is necessary. Databases
are constituted of Eeld data, and recorded variables
do not necessarily present a real interest for control
purposes. The goal of this procedure is to keep, as a
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data point descriptor, the variables which are useful
for control, and is at the heart of knowledge discovery.

The variable selection is based on the following
axiom, which requires a rule distance function:

IF two rules are close
AND IF they are weakly linked
AND IF their consequent parts have opposite

signs

THEN the inputs which diBer are of major
importance for the output; within
the context described by the other
inputs.

Similarly, if the rules are close and weakly linked,
and if their consequent parts have the same sign, then
the inputs which diIer do not have a noticeable eIect
on the output, according to the whole context.

The distance between two rules can be deEned as
the number of variables whose linguistic label values
diIer in the rule descriptor. A rule descriptor is de-
Ened as a sequence of integers, and only describes the
antecedent part of the rule. Each integer corresponds
to the linguistic label value for the corresponding in-
put variable. Let us consider the following example,
where we have four input variables:

Rule 1: if Var1 is A3 and Var2 is B2 and

Var3 is C2 and Var4 is D3;

Rule 2: if Var1 is A1 and Var2 is B4 and

Var3 is C2 and Var4 is D2:

Rules 1 and 2 have the following descriptors: 3223
and 1422. They diIer in three digits: the Erst, second
and fourth digits. The distance between Rules 1 and 2
is considered as equal to three.

Generalizing to an n-input system, the distance be-
tween any two rules is given by

n∑
i=1

(1){mi �= li}; (6)

where mi and li are respective linguistic label values
taken by variable i in Rules 1 and 2, and n is the
number of input variables.

Fig. 5. Selection of rules and variables.

Variables which do not have a noticeable eIect on
the output should be removed, whatever the context.
The variable removal is currently achieved with the
help of experts to prevent errors in the elimination of
variables. Indeed, some rules in the system may be
activated by a very small number of data points. Upon
removal, a new, reduced, more signiEcant system can
be built. The complete reduction procedure for rules
and variables, shown in Fig. 5, is reiterated.

4. Application to be cooked and pressed
cheesemaking process (Comt e)

Cheesemaking for cooked and pressed type of
cheese such as ComtBe runs over at least 4 months
until 6–12 months including ripening. The Erst pro-
cess stage that produces young cheese takes about
20 h. This stage is divided into several steps: milk
maturation, coagulation, draining in vat-cooking-
stirring, and pressing, as shown in Fig. 6.

Each step is characterized by a set of variables, de-
scribed in Table 1. All variables correspond to numer-
ical measurements, except those marked with a bullet
(•) in the second column. These variables are routinely
measured and available in technical report sheets. At
the end of pressing, some analytical tests may be ap-
plied to selected young cheeses, in order to assess
properties of a cheese set. The most common tests
are physico-chemical analyses (pH, moisture content,
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Fig. 6. Summary of cheesemaking.

Table 1
Available variables in databasea

Input variable=step Qualitative variable Abbreviated as

Maturation of milk
Milk (in vat) type • Milk
Starters combination • Starter

Coagulation
Renneting temperature RT
Renneting pH RpH
Cutting time to clotting time ratio CCR
Curd grain size • GS

Draining=cooking=stirring
Maximum temperature MT
Cooking duration CD
Stirring duration SD
Draining temperature DT

Pressing
Dornic acidity (of serum) DA

Output variable
Moisture content MC

aAll variables correspond to numerical measurements, except those marked with a bullet (•).

fat content and lactate ratio, being the most common
ones). The present paper is restricted to generating the
rules which mark the inDuence of process variables
on moisture content (in young cheese). Moisture con-
tent, abbreviated as MC, is the fuzzy system output
variable. Partitioning of the input space was done with
the help of experts. The database included 172 data
points, with a number of missing values distributed
among all variables. The method described in Section

2 was used to generate a Erst rule base, including all
possible 11 input variables. The variable selection pro-
cedure was applied to reduce the number of relevant
variables and to build a second rule base through reit-
eration of the rule selection procedure. The third rule
base was built again in a similar way. Table 2 gives a
summary of the results. For each rule base, the num-
ber of variables, the percentage of missing values are
given in the Erst two lines. The total number of possi-
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Table 2
Summary of the results for the three rule bases

Rule base 1 2 3

Variables 11 7 4
Percentage of missing values 10% 6% 1%
Possible rules 500 000 2200 54
Active rules 38 000 500 33
Selected rules 30 33 19
Active data points 70 73 79
Maximum error 3.2 2.5 3.0
RSSE 8.5 7.6 9.4
SEC 1.0 0.91 1.1
Variables to be removed before the next step RT, RpH, GS, DT Milk, CCR, DA
Variables found of interest MT Starter CD, SD

ble rules corresponding to the input space partitioning
is indicated. Data points available in the database only
activate some of these rules, called active rules. The
fuzzy system output is computed from a base value,
chosen as 55, which is modiEed by all active rules
(see Eq. (4)). Each rule is allowed to inDuence the
base value within the range [−5;+5].

Let us make some comments about the Erst rule
base. Two indices give a measurement of the sys-
tem performance: the total RSSE, deEned as in
Eq. (5), and the standard error of calibration SEC,
given by

SEC =
RSSE√
n
;

where n is the number of active data points.
Considering the high dimension of the initial rule

base (500 000 possible rules), the performance of the
method appears quite satisfactory. In the fuzzy system,
each rule is allowed a given inDuence on the output
([−5;+5]). Thus an n-rule system output might lie in
the range [−5n;+5n] about the base output, which,
in our case, is far from reality: moisture content is a
percentage and only varies from 0 to 100. No validity
control is done, convergence is achieved by the opti-
mization algorithm. Even so, the maximum error (3:2)
and the total RSSE (8:5) resulting from the generated
rule set are very reasonable. The relative error given
by SEC is 1.0, which is close to the known accuracy of
moisture content measurements (0:6). The variables
designated for removal at the end of the Erst step are
given in column 1 of Table 2. In concert with experts,

that choice was conErmed. The Erst three variables to
be removed are all poorly measured for diIerent rea-
sons. RpH suIers from a high inaccuracy in measure-
ments due to the small observed variability. RT is not
of much use in practice and has many missing values.
The grain size GS could certainly be very informative,
but is currently dependent on subjective criteria with
no established common reference.

The second system built shows the best perfor-
mance of the three: all error markers decrease. The
third system is characterized by a small set of four
variables. Variable selection procedure shows that, al-
though available variables all contribute to the pro-
cess state, moisture content is essentially determined
by the cooking stage.

Even though error markers increase in value, they
remain reasonable. This last system was useful in
bringing out some new elements of knowledge about
the process.

4.1. Discussion

At each step, the procedure highlighted some vari-
ables, as being more of interest for process control.
The most valuable elements of knowledge discovered
were:
Statement 1: Use High maximum cooking temper-

ature (MT) to raise moisture content.
Statement 2: Use Low Activity starters to raise

moisture content, if MT is not High.
Statement 3: Stirring duration (SD) and cooking

duration (CD) are complementary.
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From the Erst system a well-known fact in pro-
cess characteristics came out. The maximum cooking
temperature MT is a dominant feature, and tends
to shadow other processing factors. Our variable
selection procedure also identiEed three variables
(RT, RpH and DT) as being of little importance. After
discussion, experts conErmed the dominant inDuence
of MT, as well as the secondary role of the three
variables listed above for the output being studied
(moisture content). They also suggested curd grain
size (GS) removal, due to a lack of established refer-
ence values. More was expected concerning starters
inDuence. Starters inDuence may be hidden by MT
eIects, but should come out somehow. Experts then
realized that the initial fuzzy partitioning of starters
space was not well adapted and could be improved.
A new partitioning was suggested.

After removal of four variables, the phenomenon
described in the second statement came out clearly.
Rule base 2 shows that starters behavior is context
dependent. It may inDuence moisture content if and
only if Maximum Temperature is not High. A high
temperature slows down starters activity. The starters
variable results from a multidimensional analysis of
various characteristics. The new partitioning was done
by giving more weight to some of them. Results show
that they are more important for modifying moisture
content than the ones used in the previous partitioning.

The third statement is still under study. It somehow
reDects the diversity of know-how. Depending on the
manufacturing unit, cheesemakers seem to preferably
use either one or the other of CD and SD to control
moisture content.

Both rule and variable selection may be improved.
The main drawback with rule selection is that neu-

tral rules are eliminated by the consequent part level
criterion, as explained in Section 3.1. However, they
contain the knowledge to get a standard product, and
are activated by numerous data points. Once the re-
duction is done, it would be interesting to expand the
selected rule set by reintroducing some of the neutral
ones according to new criteria yet to be developed.

Variable selection is based upon rule distance. The
deEnition of rule distance given in Eq. (6) can be im-
proved. One way would be to consider that an ele-
mentary distance, for a given factor, between 0 and
2 is double the elementary distance between 0 and 1,
or between 1 and 2. This is particularly true if the

factors 0, 1 and 2 correspond, respectively, to the lin-
guistic concepts of SMALL, MEDIUM and LARGE. An-
other complementary way would introduce a weight
on variables, which could be adjusted during the vari-
able selection step.

5. Conclusion

The objective of this work was knowledge discov-
ery in food industry process databases. A self-learning
fuzzy inference system selects among all the possi-
ble rules those which are best suited to the data. A
variable selection step eliminates variables which do
not present a real interest for control purposes. These
two iterative procedures lead to a small set of selected
rules and variables.

The method has been applied to a cheesemaking
process. The discovered knowledge has been con-
fronted with the expert knowledge. The discovered
knowledge partly conErms the expert one. It also
brings out new questions, especially by highlighting
context-dependent eIects of some variables. Later on,
the rule base will be introduced into the process con-
trol loop to build the fuzzy inference engine. On-line
learning should be used to validate and improve it.

The rule selection procedure eliminates neutral
rules. Nevertheless, these are important for the pro-
cess, they contain the recipe to make a standard prod-
uct. Further work will have to develop new criteria to
keep neutral rules.
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